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The transient acoustic pulse emitted by a single InAs quantum dots layer was measured depending
on the pump wavelength. By tuning the pump wavelength through the transition energies of the
GaAs barrier, the wetting layer and the quantum dots themselves, the acoustic phonon emission is
shown to be strongly correlated to the electronic structure of the quantum dots layer system. The
contributions of the wetting layer and the quantum dots to the acoustic signal were clearly
identified and quantified by comparing different regions of the same sample containing or not
C 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4789872]
quantum dots. V

Acoustic wavelengths as short as 5 nm can been obtained
in the framework of picosecond laser ultrasonics applied to
very thin metallic transducers or semiconductor multilayers.1,2
Such acoustic pulses could be used in SONAR-like experiments on buried nanostructures with a resolution of few nanometers only. However, the laser spot diameter remains in the
micron range and limits the emission wavevectors to directions perpendicular to the illuminated area. Lateral resolution
down to a few hundred nanometer has been evidenced in
some specific cases using clever excitation process3 or diffraction.4 One way to overcome this limited resolution is to use
nanostructures with transverse dimensions as small as a few
nanometers. Quantum dots (QDs) grown by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) are good candidates as nano-emitters because
of their small lateral size (typically 20 nm). They are embedded in a crystalline matrix with a low acoustic impedance mismatch where the propagation of very high acoustic frequency
waves is possible at low temperature. Previous experiments
reported that sample containing Stransky-Krastanov (SK)
growth QDs layer could emit acoustic pulses.5–7 However, it
is not clear yet what is the mechanism of transduction in such
systems and how the dynamics of photo-injected carrier
affects the acoustic pulse. Since SK QDs stand on a wetting
layer (WL) which forms a quantum well (QW) and since
QWs are known to emit sound when excited by femtosecond
pulses8,9 through a deformation potential mechanism, the
acoustic signal previously reported can originate mainly from
the wetting layer and not from the quantum dots themselves
which do provide the laterally confined emission aimed in this
work. Matsuda et al. have shown that deformation potential
model neglecting carrier-carrier scattering and others carrierphonon scattering works well to explain the signal observed
in QW.9 Calculations performed on ideal spherical GaAs QD
dot and including deformation potential coupling by Vagov
et al.10 show that impulsive optical excitation generates a phoa)
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non pulse propagating away from the QD. Therefore, the
question of the origin of the SK QD transduction and its efficiency with respect to other nano-systems such as quantum
wells remains open.
In this letter, we answer these two questions by performing picosecond laser ultrasonic experiments at 80 K on a single InAs/GaAs QD layer based on a femtosecond strobe
lighting technique also known as ASOPS for asynchronous
optical sampling.12 Since the experimental set up is based on
two independent femtosecond oscillators, the QDs phonon
emission is triggered by pump pulses with photon energy
tuned across the bandgaps of the sample, whereas the probe
photon energy is kept constant. Moreover, the sample was
grown such that SK growth mode has occurred on one part
of the wafer only. The aim of investigating such sample with
such technique is to clarify whether the sound emitted by the
QD/WL layer does originate from 3D localized states and to
compare the relative emission efficiency of the QD layer
compared to the WL.
1.7 monolayer of InAs (critical thickness for the SK
growth mode) was grown by MBE on a 2 in. GaAs[100] wafer and capped by 300 nm of GaAs. The sample rotation was
interrupted during the InAs growth to provide an InAs thickness gradient along one in-plane direction. Hence, one part
of the wafer contains a single In(Ga)As 2D layer, i.e., a quantum well, whereas the other part contains self-organized QDs
sitting on a In(Ga)As wetting layer. The sample structure is
sketched in Fig. 1. These two areas, labeled 2D and 0D,
respectively, are separated by a transition area where the SK
QDs density decreases progressively to zero. The sample
areas were identified by photoluminescence (PL) experiment
at 80 K. When scanning along the InAs gradient, the WL
photoluminescence peak stands around 1.43 eV in the 2D
area, shifting down to 1.40 eV and getting progressively
shadowed by the QDs photoluminescence peaks arising
around 1.34 eV in the transition area. The peak shifts down
to 1.25 eV in the 0D area.
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FIG. 1. Differential reflectivity vs time delay measured at 3.02 eV and for
pump photon at 1.57 eV, either recorded in the parts with QD (0D) or without QDs (2D). The set-up is sketched on the left. The sample structure is
reminded on the top and scaled to the pump-probe delay. The top view of
the sample displays the areas with (0D) or without (2D) QDs and the transition area.

Carriers are photo-generated in the sample by 80-fs laser
pulse originating from a Ti:Sa oscillator which operates at
Xp  80.000 MHz (see Fig. 1). The pump photon energy Ep
is tuned from 1.57 eV (i.e., k ¼ 790 nm) down to 1.29 eV (i.e.,
k ¼ 960 nm). The half width at half maximum (HWFW) of
the laser spectrum is measured around 8 meV which is comparable to the WL HWHM PL peak (10 meV in the 2D area
and up to 17 meV in the transition area) and smaller than the
QDs PL HWHM which remains constant around 32 meV
over the sample. The photo-elastic response of the sample is
probed at 3.02 eV (i.e., 410 nm) by frequency doubling the
output of another Ti:Sa oscillator operating at Xs  79:998
MHz. The pump-probe signal is obtained from a balanced detector and sampled by a digitizer with a clock equal to Xs .
1
 500 ls by the
The acquisition is triggered every Xs X
p
cross-correlation of pump and probe pulses through a BBO
crystal. Consequently, changes in reflectivity Dq
q are measured

sample heating and further carriers relaxation. An extra feature appears at Dt0 ¼ 61 ps, the time it takes for the acoustic
phonon to travel through the GaAs capping layer. This is the
signature of the acoustic pulse emitted by the photo-excited
In(Ga)As layer. Hence, Fig. 1 shows that an acoustic pulse is
emitted by the QD/WL layer when carriers are photo-injected
as it has already been
above the barrier band gap Ep > EGaAs
g
observed for InAs/InP QDs6 at room temperature. After background subtraction (see insert Fig. 1), both signals are simultaneous and look very much alike in shape and amplitude.
The main difference is occurring after Dt0 but it is hard to
conclude what part of the signal measured in the 0D case can
be assigned to QDs.
By tuning the pump photon energy Ep from 1.57 eV to
1.33 eV, the signal is recorded: above the GaAs energy band
¼ 1.49 eV, below the WL energy band gap
gap EGaAs
g
EWL
¼
1.4
eV
or in between. To illustrate the effect of the
g
pump tuning, the acoustic signal recorded above and below
each band gap measured in the 0D and 2D areas is plotted in
Fig. 2. When the carriers are injected at an energy just below
GaAs
), the acoustic signal is
the GaAs barrier (EWL
g < Ep < Eg
still observed either in the 0D or the 2D area with very similar
shape and amplitude. Therefore, the WL alone can explain
the main features of the acoustic signal observed when the
pump energy Ep > EWL
g . However, when Ep is tuned below
the WL band gap (Ep < EWL
g ), the acoustic signal persists in
the 0D area only: this is the first clear experimental evidence
of an acoustic phonon pulse emitted by a QDs layer and
which cannot be attributed to the underlying wetting layer
alone. Moreover, the arrival time remains constant within
0.5 ps whatever the pump energy and the probed area. This
demonstrates that diffusion, carriers capture, and relaxation
have to occur faster than 0.5 ps to affect the acoustic pulse
triggering. The deformation potential should be the dominant
acoustic triggering mechanism since piezo-electricity can be
ruled out for longitudinal wave emitted in the [100] direction
which is not piezo-active. Therefore, one can expect the

X X

over 12.5 ns with a time step equal to Xpp Xs s  0.3 ps. Due to
the laser jitters, the effective time resolution increases with
the numbers of scans and the pump-probe delay up to 0.5 ps
for all the measurements presented in this paper.
The probe photon energy of 3.02 eV has been chosen
close to the E1 band gap of GaAs where the photo-elastic
coefficient is known to be large.13 Since the penetration depth
at such a photon energy is small (20 nm), only changes of
the optical index close to the surface of the capping layer are
probed. Typical signal of the relative reflectivity change Dq
q
at 80 K is shown in Fig. 1 depending on time and for Ep
¼ 1.57 eV, above GaAs band gap. The signal measured in the
0D and in the 2D areas displayed the same overall behavior:
a fast transient related to photo-created carriers at the sample’s surface followed by a slow rising background due to

FIG. 2. Relative change of reflectivity (Dq
q ) with pump photon energy
(b), and above (1.409 eV)
above (1.494 eV) (a) and below (1.476 eV) EGaAs
g
and below (1.393 eV) EWL
g ((c) and (d)). The signal is measured in the 0D
((a) and (c)) and the 2D areas ((b) and (d)). Acoustic pulses reach the surface of the sample at Dt0 marked by vertical dotted lines.
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emission of an acoustic pulse gðz; tÞ proportional to the deformation potential and to the change of carrier density created
right after the photo-injection (see Ref. 14). Later on, injected
carriers relax by phonon emission, therefore inducing a thermal stress which generates also an acoustic pulse by itself.
Since the intraband carrier relaxation times are faster than the
time resolution of the experiment when Ep > EWL
g , both
pulses should be measured simultaneously. However, they
should display different Ep dependence:14 while both are proportional to the change of electron density, the thermal contribution is also proportional to the energy differences
.
Ep  Ei¼GaAs;WL
g
2
The time average p ¼ hj Dq
q j it is plotted in Fig. 3
depending on the photon energy Ep . It is possible to estimate
from this quantity the acoustic power Pac emitted by the QD
layer. Indeed, when the strain pulse gðt  czs Þ traveling with a
velocity cs through the cap layer is reflecting on the sample
surface, the optical reflectivity (at the wavelength k) is perturbed by a small quantity Dq such as Dq
q ¼ Rðf Þgðf Þ in the
Fourier domain where Rðf Þ is the photo-elastic response
function. Since the signal only changes when Ep is crossing
the band gaps, the shape of the acoustic Ðpulse is expected to
follow the same trend.
Pac / jgðf Þj2 df becomes
Ð Therefore,
2
2
, the
proportional to p / jRðf Þj jgðf Þj df . When Ep > EGaAs
g
acoustic power is quite comparable in both areas and
> Ep > EWL
increases with photon energy. When EGaAs
g
g , Pac
remains constant with a slightly larger amplitude in the 2D
region. Last, when Ep < EWL
g , Pac drops to below the experimental noise in the 2D region, whereas the 0D area still emits
phonons (see expanded curves in Fig. 3(b)). The acoustic
power dependence in the 0D case is remarkably similar to
WL band tail Kammerer et al. have observed16 by PL experiment. Data have been fitted with an error function and a
square root function to reproduce, respectively, the typical
2D and 3D densities of states expected for a thin In(Ga)As
QW and bulk GaAs. The quality of the fit does not require to
and thus demadd terms proportional to Ep  Ei¼GaAs;WL;QD
g
onstrates that the thermal stress is negligible as compared to
the deformation potential mechanism.
The likely transduction mechanism is the following:
photons from the pump pulses are absorbed populating the
conduction bands and the valence bands of bulk GaAs,
InGaAs WL, confined levels in QD and mixed WL/QD
states11 depending on the pump photon energy. This sudden

FIG. 3. Acoustic power dependence with the pump photon energy evaluated
2
by computing the time average hj Dq
q j it for the 0D area (circle) and the 2D
area (triangle). As a guideline, the solid line display typical 2D and 3D denGaAs
, respectively.
sity of state behavior when Ep > EWL
g and Ep > Eg

Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 043107 (2013)

carrier injection modifies the inter-atomic potential, inducing
a change in the inter-atomic distances. This transient change
gives rise to an acoustic strain pulse propagating away from
the illuminated area. It has also been shown theoretically for
ideal spherical GaAs QDs (see Ref. 10) that impulsive excitation of a two level system lead to the formation of a phonon pulse propagating away from the QD through the
deformation potential. Those phonons can be viewed as phonons in excess during the polaron build up in the QD dot.
The computation of the strain pulse gðt  czs Þ is required
in order to get the deformation amplitude and assert the efficiency of acoustic phonon emission by QDs. A rigorous
treatment of the electron and phonon properties of the
QDs is out of the scope of this paper but since the probed
area is much larger than the QD typical lateral size, when
the sample can be modeled as an effective quanEp < EGaAs
g
tum well with different thicknesses and In concentrations in
the 0D and the 2D areas. Thus, following Ref. 9, the generated strain can be calculated by computing the sum of the
squared norm of electron and hole wave functions weighted
by the associated deformation potentials. The wave functions
have been calculated using a 1D Schr€odinger equation with
square well potentials. Following Ref. 17, we used well
widths of 4 nm for the QDs and 3 nm the WL and In concentration of 0.35 and 0.11, respectively. Using band parameters
from Ref. 18, the computed initial acoustic pulses are shown
by insets in Figure 4. Following Ref. 14, the photo-elastic
response function Rðf Þ is expressed as
@es
f2
@g cs
Rðf Þ ¼ 
1  es kf f 2  fB2  iC2B

(1)

4e c2

s
with fB2 þ iC2B ¼ ks2 s , the dielectric constant es and @e
@g
the photo-elastic coefficient. The following parameter values
are also used: cs ¼ 4:765 nm ps1 , es ¼ 20:3 þ 23:2i and
@es
i/
@g ¼ 480e . Some of those values have been extrapo15,20,21
due to the lack of data at low temperature and /
lated
is left as a free parameter. In both cases, the acoustic

FIG. 4. Photo-elastic detection model (gray curves) applied to the corresponding strain pulses (see inserts) compared to the signal (diamond) measWL
ured: above EWL
g in the 2D area and below Eg in the 0D one.
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spectrum width is broader than the photo-elastic response
function which means that the overall quality of the fits are
not very sensitive to the quantum well width (i.e., the well
width is smaller than the optical penetration depth). Several
effects have been also included for completeness: the pumplaser pulse reflection on the back of the sample which produces a 10.8 ps delayed acoustic pulse, the rms roughness
measured by AFM and the apparatus jitter.
The agreement between this model and the data is qualitatively good and allows us to extract some quantitative
informations. When no QDs are present, the best fit above
is obtained for g0 ¼ 6:6  105 and / ¼ 0:07 (see
EWL
g
Fig. 4 (2(D))). The main discrepancy occurs around 61 ps,
when the acoustic pulse is reflecting on the surface. In the
QD region (see Figure 4 (0D)), the best fit at 1.36 eV (below
6
(/ is unchanged).
EWL
g ) is obtained for g0 ¼ 8:1  10
While the agreement is still really good before 61 ps, it is not
as good as the previous one after 61 ps. Actually, this trend
is observed whatever the pump energy. This may be another
experimental evidence for an acoustic signature specific to
the QDs layer. Indeed, this feature may reveal carrier capture
and intra-dot relaxation which can last several picoseconds
in QDs (instead of several hundred of femtosecond in the
QW). Regarding the emission efficiency, the strain ampliand normalized by the phototudes measured above EWL
g
injected carriers density are found to be comparable in both
areas of the sample and also comparable to GaAs/AlGaAs
QW system.9
By comparing results with pump energy above and
below EWL
g and on parts of the sample with or without QDs,
the QD contribution to the acoustic signal has been isolated.
The transduction efficiencies of the WL and the QDs have
comparable magnitude and can be attributed to the lattice
response to the sudden rearrangement of the electronic occupation after the pulse excitation. As the acoustic spectrum is
mostly determined by the electronic wave functions, an
improved 3D multiple band k.p model19 would certainly
yield a better description of the time dependent acoustic
response around t ¼ 61 ps where the signal is sensitive to the
whole shape of the acoustic pulse. Thanks to this strong relationship between the acoustic pulse shape and the electronic
wave functions, we believe that an electronic wave function
tomography of nano-structures could be realized and shade
new lights on carrier dynamics in such systems.
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